Introduction 2 P2PTester outline
The goals of P2PTester can be summarized as follows. Genericity: our first and primary goal is that our system Recent years have seen significant development of peerbe usable to measure a wide range of P2P platforms. to-peer (P2P) file and data sharing systems. Distributed data Scalability: the tester application must be ready-tostructures specifically adapted to this setting have been prodeploy at a large scale, since we want to test the perforposed, some of which build on previous research in the field mance of distributed systems with a large number of "real" of distributed shared memory. Distributed data structures peers. underlying peer networks are typically called overlay netModularity: P2PTester must allow performing fineworks.
grained measures ofvarious components of a P2P data man- tation details, we devote particular attention to ensure that P2PTester allows the user to:
once defined, a test is general enough to be run on several * launch, in a supervised manner, the construction of a peer similar, yet different architectures. network of controlled size and complexity Test Generation. To help the user devise and run tests, * measure the space and time costs of the process of indexwe provide a (graphical) interface where users can define ing the data from this set of peers, within the P2P network tests by specifying several basic parameters (e.g. number of * measure the space and time costs associated to processing peers, type of overlay, queries, data sets, duration).
specific queries in each system 2.2 P2PTester Interaction with a P2P System * trace the communications spawned from the processing of each specific query or search issued by a peer. The tester offers a common API for writing P2P test We plan to demonstrate how P2PTester can be used to meascenarios for a large spectrum of P2P system architectures. sure a target application (see Section 3) issued from the conEach method in this API corresponds to (wraps) one of the text of the eDOS R&D European project [5] .
methods provided by the P2P system under test. Figure 1 . P2PTester Architecture cation scenario, and system, we will show: (i) the graph of to the join method, which normally allows a peer to join communications between the peer where the query/update a P2P system, is intercepted by P2PTester, which logs it, is received, and the other network peers; (ii) the number of then redirects it to its rightful destination peer, all the while overlay network messages involved in processing the query; measuring its response time, the communications engen-(iii) the number and total size of data transfers resulting dered by the join implementation provided by the system from query processing; (iv) the overall, and individual, proetc. Other frequent calls such as leave (disconnecting a peer cessing times incurred at every step during the evaluation. from the network), publish (publishing indexing/catalog information in the network), remove (withdrawing published data), leave (disconnecting a peer from the network), and
The EDOS application will be deployed on several logfinally query (processing locate or more complex query reical peers running at the conference site and, if possible in quests) are intercepted and logged by P2PTester similarly. external laboratories. All P2PTester instances offer a UI for The parameters measured by P2PTester during a test run inresult visualization. clude the following: * Number, and size, of messages required for: (i) join-4 Conclusion ing/leaving, (ii) publishing and (iii) querying.
The current abundance and complexity of P2P archi-* Size of index/routing data stored at a given peer There are multiple kind of users that participate in the system: writers that contribute with software packages, 1-4244-0803-2/07/$20.00 ©)2007 IEEE
